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   CCaarrbboonn  KKiilllleerr   PRODUCT BULLETIN 
AQUEOUS BASED CONTACT CARBON KILLER                                              (Military Extreme Carbon Cutter) 
FOR SMALL ARMS AND WEAPONS SYSTEMS  
 
SLIP 2000's™ Carbon Killer was designed with your health and safety in mind. Unlike other products, this product is non-flammable, 
non-hazardous and it is biodegradable. Carbon Killer provides you with a safe effective way to clean carbon firing residue, lead, copper 
and plastic wad fouling. In addition this product is completely re-usable. 
 
CAN BE USED ON: 
All revolvers, pistols, automatic and semi-automatic weapons including: AK47, M16, AR15, MP5, 50 cal, Mark 19 and all machineguns 
like the M60,  240 / 249-SAW  and any other hard to clean equipment.   Also highly recommended for use on the Talley Defense M72 
LAW Trainers 
 

                                                                                       
 
 
SIMPLE TO USE: 
Hang dirty parts or completely submerse  and allow parts to soak in solution 5 to 15 minutes. Remove parts from solution and wipe or 
rinse off carbon fouling. It's that easy. Depending on the frequency of cleaning or type of ammo used a second soaking may be 
required.  
 

          
 
Tear down weapon to be cleaned and place all metal parts to be cleaned into basket. Then lower basket of parts into the Slip 2000 Carbon Killer.  Parts should be 
completely submersed in solution to avoid any corrosion on black steel parts.  To avoid evaporation of product, always keep container covered 
 
FOR LARGER PARTS or barrels on rocket launchers, mortars, Mark 19 and tank or heavy artillery that will not fit into containers soak a 
nylon brush or rag in Carbon Killer, apply to area that needs to be cleaned and allow product to set for 2 to 5 minutes. When ready to 
clean, saturate brush or rag with Carbon Killer again and wipe or brush away carbon. Parts may also be rinsed clean under hot water.  
 

AFTER CLEANING re-apply SLIP 2000™ Lubricant to metal surfaces and allow to penetrate pores of metal. SLIP 2000™ will form a 
barrier and help keep carbon, lead and plastic from sticking. Your next cleaning will take half the time.  
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FFrroomm  tthhiiss  ddiirrttyy  
 

TToo  tthhiiss  cclleeaann  iinn  55  ttoo  1155  mmiinnuutteess!!  



 
 

For Fast, Easy and Effective carbon and plastic removal 
 
 

  
          
 

YOUR GAS LAUNCHERS HAVEN’T BEEN CLEANED WELL FOR A WHILE? 
 

Carbon Killer will still get down under the heaviest of 
firing residue, carbon and plastic buildup. 

 
Simply remove the barrel from the grip and place it into the Slip 2000 Carbon Killer 
and allow it to soak for 5 to 10 minutes.  
 

 

  
 

    
 

 

Back in service in 5 to 10 minutes! Ready to protect and well protected from black powder corrosion & rusting! 
  

APPLICATIONS: 
SLIP 2000 Carbon Killer is formulated to meet the complete requirements of cleaning, small and large caliber weapons in virtually all climate 
conditions. May be used in chambers and barrels as a bore cleaner. Apply to cylinder faces, bolt faces and any other hard to clean areas and allow 
to soak for 2 to 10 minutes. Carbon, lead, copper and burnt powder will wipe clean with a nylon brush. Next cleaning will be much easier with SLIP 
2000™ Lubricant/Cleaner. Users will actually be able to wipe carbon and plastic wad fouling away.  
Recommended for use on the Talley Defense M72 LAW Trainers, FNH Mark 19, Milkors MGL Mk-1S. Cleaning Kits available. 
 
FLASH SUPPRESSERS, SILENCERS AND CANS: 
Dissolves burnt on carbon and will help flush powder and carbon residue out of all cans and suppressors. Just pug on end of the suppressor and fill 
unit up. Allow to soak 15-30 minutes then drain and flush.  Removes 80-90% of all carbon.  
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40MM GRENADE LAUNCHER CLEANING MADE EASY! 
 

If your barrels look like this 40MM gas gun barrel on the left and you do  
not want to spend hours cleaning then we at Slip 2000 are sure you will 
appreciate our Slip 2000 Carbon Killer. This product works like no other! 

 

 

SIMPLE EASY BRUSH STROKES WILL BUSH CRUD OUT IN FIRST PASS 
 
After 5 to 15 minutes, pull it out of the cleaner and simply start running your cleaning 
brush through the barrel a few times. In just 1-2 passes you will see a clean barrel  
 

Carbon and Plastic peels off and comes out in pieces and chunks. 
For those extremely neglected or well used weapons a short second soaking may be needed 
 for a sparkling clean surface.   
 

 

TAKE A LOOK AT THE BARREL NOW. 
 

Hard to believe it’s the same barrel and it only took 
5 minutes with little or almost NO elbow grease. 

 
Using Carbon Killer and a regular cleaning program your cleaning time may be reduced 
to as little as 5-10 minutes per unit. 


